
 
September 16, 2021 

From the Media Desk of the Fraser Valley Soccer League… 

As long as we were without soccer on the local pitches, after two weeks it feels just like old times.  The 

goals are flying in and the points are slowly starting to land on the table.  That is, the points are 

beginning to add up in every division except the FVSL Premier League, as they are still embroiled in 

determining who will lift this season’s Soccer City Cup.  Most of the semi-final places have been claimed 

with one week of group stage play remaining.  Who is moving on?  Find the answers in our SC Cup 

Review. 

A few players can expect to be hit in the pocket book this week after there were nine red cards across 

the league at the weekend, include five on Friday night alone.  In Division 1, three teams picked up their 

second win in as many weeks, including TWU Spartans B who were 3-1 winners over Langley United B, 

albeit that win came in slightly less decisive fashion that their season opening victory the week prior.  

Milfrise Lothario led the way in the win with a brace.  Also sporting a perfect record in these early 

stages are the newly rebranded Tzeachten FC, as they beat FVSL new boys FC Tigers Vancouver B 2-0 

thanks in part to former Division 1 Golden Glove winner Jonathan Vugteveen recording his first shutout 

of the season.  Rounding out the table-topping trio are Surrey United SC Reds U21 following a 3-0 win 

over Premier FC U21.  All three goals for Surrey were scored by Kyle Johnston and Inder Paul Singh 

notched the shutout in goal. 

Only the North Surrey Mustangs have six points through two weeks in Division 2B after beating FC 

Tigers Vancouver C 3-0.  The Mustangs are not the only perfect team in the division, though, as Coastal 

FC had a bye after their win in week one, while Surrey FC Punjab started their season in a tight contest 

against WRU Vault FC, narrowly winning an entertaining 3-2 game courtesy of a pair of goals from 

Adarshdeep Singh.  Across in Division 2A to the surprise of no one Abbotsford United B won their 

second match in a row to start the season, convincingly beating Greater Vancouver United 5-1.  This 

week it was Taranjit Bain doing the heavy lifting for United as he netted a hattrick.  Abby are joined at 

the top of the table by Ridge Meadows SC United who had a much closer match winning 1-0 over Poco 

FC Titans thanks to Connor Hoekstra scoring his third goal of the season and Matt Carson pitching a 

clean sheet. 

It seems parity will be a feature this season in Division 3, as in Pool A there are already no teams remain 

with perfect records after just two weeks.  Three teams sit on four points, though, and are still unbeaten 

on the season.  One of those sides, Abbotsford SA Graduates U21, beat up on fellow youngsters Ridge 

Meadows SC Wolves U21 9-0 with Ishminder Dhaliwal scoring an impressive four times in the victory.  

The other two teams at the top currently are Langley United Impact, who got a brace from Jason 

O’Hara to help them to a 4-0 success against Mission SC U21, and Ridge Meadows SC Rowdies, who 

needed a pair of goals by Connor Hadath to edge Xwelmexw FC 4-3 in a tight affair.  In Pool B there are 

three teams who are two for two to begin the year, although WRU Cloverdale FC A might count 

themselves lucky to be among that bunch as they squeaked past North Delta SC Royals 1-0 via a goal by 

Mariano Vigna and a Daylin Wallis clean sheet.  The WRU Cloverdale FC B had a somewhat easier time 

in Division 4, though where a Lachlan Moon hattrick secure a 4-1 win over North Delta SC Falcons. 
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This season’s Masters 1 is shaping up to be a good contest as well through the early stages.  Our Match 

of the Week saw Chilliwack Rapids get into the win column after goals by Craig Robinson and Glyn 

Wilson, along with a Shane Monkman clean sheet, powered them to a 2-0 win over North Delta SC 

Rangers.  Both sides will have title ambitions this year.  There was also a cracker between division 

stalwarts Surrey United SC and up-and-comers Langley United Knights that saw Surrey emerge as 4-3 

winners thanks to braces from both Sean Crocker and Trevor Tagieff.  In Masters 2, Stewart Deyell had 

all three goals for Guildford FC Pacific in their 3-1 win over Whalley City and Brian Noga also notched a 

hattrick for Bradner Redshirts as they beat Langley United Benders 6-2.   

 

MATCH OF THE WEEK 

This week we head to Division 3 where early title hopefuls WRU Cloverdale FC A and Pacific United FC 

will put their perfect records on the line against each other.  Cloverdale had almost a free pass to begin 

the season, romping to a 9-1 win, but were made to work hard in their second match, only sneaking by 

with a 1-0 victory.  Richard Thomsen, Cory Manning and Nathan Discusso can provide offense in a 

heartbeat, though, and if Pacific switch off, they will be looking to take full advantage.  In goal, Daylin 

Wallis is capable of stealing a game for WRU while they will also look to Curtis Bissell to keep up his 

recent top performances. 

For Pacific Karamveer Bhullar and Navdeep Gill have been stirring the drink for them through two 

weeks.  Back to back 4-1 wins to start the campaign will most definitely have the wind in Pacific’s sails 

coming into this match.  They have done a good job of spreading the goals around so far this season, 

which could cause problems defensively for WRU.  One play to keep an eye on in front of goal though is 

Tajinder Singh Grewal who has shown he certainly has a nose for the net.  Obviously both teams cannot 

remain perfect after this weekend, so it will be interesting to see which side, if either, can claim the win 

in an early season six-pointer! 

WRU Cloverdale FC A vs. Pacific United FC goes Sunday night at 8pm at Newton Athletic #1. 

 

Send NEWS to media@fraservalleysoccer.com 

And for more information on the FVSL go to fraservalleysoccer.com 
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